Reconstitution of nucleosomes in vitro with a plasmid carrying the long terminal repeat of Moloney murine leukemia virus.
The potential of nucleosome assembly along the sequence of a plasmid carrying the long terminal repeat (LTR) and its flanking region of Moloney murine leukemia virus was analyzed by in vitro reconstitution experiments with histones from chicken erythrocytes. The results of electrophoretic mobility-shift and micrococcal nuclease-digestion assays indicated that the plasmid DNA contained four preferred sites for nucleosome formation. However, all of these sites were mapped on the vector moiety but not on the LTR moiety. Computer analysis of the sequences in the four preferred sites, each spanning about 150 bp, indicated that short runs of (dA,dT) containing two kinds of triplets, AAA/TTT and AAT/ATT, occurred frequently. Furthermore, many of these triplets tended to occur in the same side of the DNA helix, suggesting that DNA curvature was involved in the preferred sites for nucleosome assembly. Consistent was the observation that DNA fragments carrying these preferred sites showed anomalous electrophoretic mobilities at a low temperature.